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Abstract
This paper presents a system for autonomous
navigation of a mobile robot in an unknown
environment based on the fusion of a continuously updated point cloud with proprioceptive
sensors (IMU and encoders). A SICK LMS100
series laser is used to generate a wide field
of view point cloud which is transmitted to a
ground control station for visualisation during
teleoperation. The point cloud is also used to
generate an occupancy grid on which an efficient path planning algorithm is run in realtime. The advantages of this system are its efficiency, flexibility and quick coverage of a large
unknown environment. Experiments show the
ability of the system to map out a large area
while navigating autonomously to a target position.
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of converting point clouds to voxels and then using
RANSAC to fit a flat surface to each cell according
to their own heuristic for surface extraction from point
clouds.
Previous work has considered a variety of mounting
orientations for similar laser rangefinders, most notably
the LMS200 series. [Wulf and Wagner, 2003] clearly visualised the distribution of points obtained by four different mounting and rotation orientations of a 180◦ laser
rangefinder. Both pitching and rolling motions of a laser
rangefinder provided an uneven density of points, effectively wasting a proportion of measurements.
Wulf [2004] compressed a 3D point cloud into 2D by
considering only one point from each vertical scan to be
critical for inclusion in their 2D map representation. 2D
SLAM was then used to correct the map during deformation. Similar attempts by Brenneke [2003] and Cole
[2005] segmented points in a single vertical scan which
proved to be useful for registering multiple 3D scans.

Introduction

Continuous generation of a 3D point cloud in real-time
is a prerequisite for autonomous mobile robot navigation
in dynamic and unknown environments. The problem of
generating a map of an unknown environment has been
approached in many forms, not least the entire field of
SLAM research. Unfortunately the complexity of adding
planning to SLAM has led to many implementations relying on accurate calibration and ignoring the uncertainties of sensor and motion models.
Generation of 3D point clouds for localisation and
SLAM was popularised in a series of papers by [Nuchter
et al., 2006] where consecutive sets of laser scans from
discrete viewpoints were conglomerated into a single
frame. Each frame was then attempted to be matched
with the existing 3D environment representation to estimate the robot pose and build up a 3D map. [Pathak et
al., 2010] improved the accuracy of the matching algorithm by fitting planes to each frame and then compared
with existing planes in a probabilistic manner. [Weingarten and Siegwart, 2005] provided a useful method

However, to allow sufficient accuracy within these approaches, the robot is required to stop and scan before
continuing, at which time the laser is effectively useless

Figure 1: Convoy of 3 UGVs developed by UNSW
Mechatronics and used to gather independent 3D point
clouds in real-time.

for collision avoidance or path planning. The completeness of the resulting point cloud is also heavily dependent on the viewpoint from which each scan is taken.
Strand and Dillmann [2008] attempted to autonomously
discover the next best view pose, but was limited to flat
surfaces and office type environments. Discovering the
best view for maximising the information theoretic measure of map quality and localisation accuracy was shown
to be NP-hard by [Kollar and Roy, 2008].
Holz [2008] clusters sequences of 15 to 500 laser scans
and then uses ICP-SLAM to register them and the robot
pose. Map matching and rendering were carried out
offline but projecting the scans to 2D structure maps
was performed online. However their integrated planning was extremely simple and by their own admission
did not even consider goal-directed navigation.
Muller [2006] investigates the accuracy of a rotating
laser rangefinder and suggests that relying on deadreckoning is insufficiently accurate for continuous 3D
point cloud generation. This paper will show how careful
sensor fusion can mitigate the risk of map deformation
while allowing real-time path planning to cope with a
non-static environment.
This paper presents a novel method of mounting and
controlling a laser scanner to generate a 3D point cloud
on a moving robot. In addition, a method for real-time
path planning is introduced and shown to operate efficiently in a large-scale environment. Together, these
methods enable mobile robots to operate with a high
degree of autonomy, performing tasks ranging from as
simple as carrying a load to generating a fully textured
3D map of an unknown environment. To further develop the idea of continual robot path recalculation, the
Mechatronics department of the University of New South
Wales has developed a team of autonomous robots as
shown in Figure 1.
The remainder of this paper is divided into five main
sections. The first two, Hardware and Software present
the basic elements of the system required to generate a
continuous 3D point cloud. Thirdly, methods for data
transmission and visualisation as required for teleoperation are discussed. Fourthly, the method of path planning for autonomous operation based on the 3D point
clouds is presented. Finally, experimental results are
presented before the conclusions are drawn.
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2.1

3DM-GX3 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and motor encoders. The top speed of the UGVs is limited by
the Digital Motion Controller (DMC) software to 3m/s.
A Meshlium router provides long range connectivity to
a Ground Control Station (GCS) via a 2.4GHz and/or
5.8GHz high power Wi-Fi link as well as mesh networking capability. The overall size is sufficiently small to fit
through a standard doorway and facilitates a turning circle of 1.5m radius. Rear wheel Ackerman type steering
is employed, with the two front wheels providing propulsion.

2.2

LMS100 series laser

The primary sensor used for mapping unknown environments is the SICK LMS151 2D laser rangefinder. Figure 2 pictures this unit, which provides range readings
up to a maximum of 50m with a 1σ statistical error of
12mm. The full view angle (in 2D) is 270◦ , which compares favourably with the 180◦ range of the ubiquitous
LMS200 series laser rangefinders. Figure 3 highlights the
angular resolution and the field of view (FoV) in a 2D
plane through the centre of the robot.

Figure 2: Close-up view of rotating SICK LMS151 laser
used as the primary sensor in this paper.

Hardware
Mechanical design

The UGVs developed to demonstrate autonomous operation are electrically powered on two wheels, weigh
approximately 45kg and have an endurance of over 4
hours. The basic design supports a range of sensors, including a SICK LMS151 laser rangefinder on a rotating
mount, four USB cameras, low cost GPS, Microstrain

The operation of the laser is based on an infra-red pulsed
laser diode, and the internal firmware includes the ability
to report the intensity of reflection. The laser provides
data at a rate of 50Hz via a 100Mbit TCP/IP Ethernet
connection. Posner [2008] noted that one drawback of

Figure 3: Side view of SICK LMS100 series 2D laser
scanner as mounted, showing 270◦ field of view in vertical plane.

the robot without additional sensors. Figure 3 shows
how by facing the laser up and mounting it at such an
angle that the closest laser beam was incident on the
ground within a fixed distance of the front of the vehicle, a reasonable area of flat ground behind the robot was
still visible. Figure 4 highlights the area of ground completely surrounding the robot which is visible by rotating
the laser about a near-vertical axis by ±90◦ . To continuously rotate the laser would have reduced the motor
workload, but would have introduced unnecessary complexity into the power and communications connections
to the laser. Altogether, this arrangement provides an
even density of points in both the horizontal and vertical
directions. In the vertical direction, the laser is operated
in the 0.5◦ resolution mode. To match this in the horizontal direction required adjusting the rotation speed of
the motor as described in the following section.

2.4
this type of sensor is the propensity for providing range
readings which are interpolated between a close and a far
object when a sharp discontinuity in range exists. See
Section 6.3 for a discussion of how this leads to detection
of non-existent points which are difficult to filter out and
easy to interpret as phantom obstacles.

2.3

Sensors and actuators

Figure 5 summarises the sensors and actuators present
on the robot, including those used to generate the rotational motion of the laser. The digital motion controller
generates a constant velocity oscillating motion for the
laser by feedback through a 200W DC motor and relative
position encoder.

Laser mounting arrangement

Figure 5: Onboard sensor connections with Ethernet and
USB providing flexibility and scalability of the sensor
payload.

Figure 4: Field of view around the robot showing extensive coverage of point cloud on the ground in dark
green.

Since our robot had a small turning circle, the path planner needed to be aware of obstacles in all directions from

Given that the internal mirror of the LMS151 rotates
at 50Hz, the horizontal angular resolution 4α (in degrees) can be simply calculated by:
4α = 180◦ /(f ∗ tL )

(1)

where f = 50 and tL is the time taken for the laser
motor to rotate by 180◦ . Rearranging Equation 1 gives
a scan time of 7.2 seconds for 0.5◦ horizontal resolution
through 360◦ . Control of the scan speed and limits is

done through a shared memory queue in the centralised
database, which enables higher resolution scans where
necessary and also concentration on areas in front of the
robot at high speed. For the experiments in this paper,
a scan time of approximately 3 seconds was used.
Measurements from the USB connected IMU were
fused with the wheel velocities obtained from encoders
on the front (driving) wheels to provide an estimate of
the pose. GPS was not used as a substantial portion of
the experiments was conducted in covered areas. Further
details are available in Section 3.3.
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3.2

As the pose estimation needs to be performed in local
terms, a pure dead-reckoning approach is adequate for
providing the estimates. As the machine pose never attains high values of pitch and roll (|.|  90◦ ) the pitch,
roll and yaw convention was applied without the need of
applying a quaternion representation. The integration
of the angular velocities measured through the on-board
gyroscopes is performed as follows:
∂ϕx (t)
∂t

Software

3.1

3D Attitude Estimation based on
Gyroscopes

∂ϕy (t)
∂t

Software architecture

∂ϕz (t)
∂t

= wx (t) + (wy (t) · sin(ϕx (t))
+wz (t) · cos(ϕx (t))) · tan(ϕy (t))
= wy (t) · cos(ϕx (t))
−wz (t) · sin(ϕx (t))
w (t)·sin(ϕx (t))+wz (t)·cos(ϕx (t))
= y
cos(ϕy (t))

(2)

where the time derivatives of the attitude components
∂ϕx (t) ∂ϕy (t) ∂ϕz (t)
,
,
∂t
∂t
∂t

are functions of the angular velocities measured in the
sensor’s coordinate frame
wx (t) , wy (t) , wz (t) .

Due to the relative nature of the pose estimation the
condition of
|ϕy (t)| 

Figure 6: Overall software architecture for autonomous
navigation showing division of onboard and offboard
modules. Connections between the UGV and GCS occur
through a long range Wi-Fi link.

is always true. Consequently no singularity or numerical instability can happen in the expressions evaluated
in Equation 2. The discrete numerical approximation of
Equation 2 is performed through an Euler approximation, i.e.
ϕx (t+∆t)
ϕy (t+∆t)

Figure 6 provides the overall software architecture. It
demonstrates how all the modules interact through the
centralised database, which exists in shared memory and
is duplicated through the Wi-Fi connection. While centralised, the flexibility offered by this architecture allows
all modules to run either onboard or offboard as required.
Section 6.2 compares the CPU and memory usage of the
modules.
Modules which are presented in more detail in the proceeding sections are:
• Fusion module onboard in Sections 3.2 and 3.3;
• Point cloud generator in Section 3.4;
• Video compress and transmit in Section 4.1;
• Point cloud display in Section 4.2;
• Fusion module offboard in Section 5.1; and,
• Autonomous control in Section 5.2.

π
2

ϕz (t+∆t)

= ϕx (t) + (wx (t) + (wy (t) · sin(ϕx (t))
+wz (t) · cos(ϕx (t))) · tan(ϕy (t))) · ∆t
= ϕy (t) + ((wy (t) · cos(ϕx (t))
−wz (t) · sin(ϕx (t)))) · ∆t
w (t)·sin(ϕx (t))+wz (t)·cos(ϕx (t))
= ϕz (t) + y
· ∆t
cos(ϕy (t))

where the sample time ∆t is small enough (5ms) to maintain a good approximation of the continuous time integration.

3.3

Short Term 3D Pose Estimation

The 3D pose estimates are based on the attitude and
the velocity vector. The velocity vector is assumed to be
parallel to the attitude vector, as in [Dissanayake et al.,
2001].
#
"
#
"
d
dt

x
y
z

= R (ϕx (t) , ϕy (t) , ϕz (t)) ·

Where the matrix
R (ϕx (t) , ϕy (t) , ϕz (t))

V
0
0

is the rotation matrix associated to the current attitude of the platform, V is the speed of the platform and
(x, y, z) is the position of the platform.
This kinematic model is not perfect because it is not
able to capture translations due to the suspension of
the vehicle. However those errors were insignificant relative to the detection of obstacles and other features of
interest for this application. The quality of the gyroscopes turned out be adequate for the short term estimates needed in this application. Estimation of the
gyroscope offsets was performed every time the platform
is inferred to be stationary. Other sensing capabilities
provided by the IMU modules, such as magnetometers,
were not used in this application due to their markedly
greater noise. Magnetometers can also provide sharp
discontinuities in heading estimation in the presence of
external environmental factors, which would make the
local planning data inconsistent.
This short term pose estimate could well be improved
by applying a variety of SLAM techniques. However for
this paper we have chosen to focus on the problem of
assembling a complete system which is able to operate
autonomously in real-time.

3.4

Fusion with laser for 3D points

Sensor data synchronisation
As every piece of sensor data has a timestamp derived
from the Windows QueryPerformanceCounter function,
this is used as the common denominator for synchronising multiple sensors. Figure 7 shows the sequence
of critical times for a single laser scan, from tA to tE .
When a packet from the laser arrives at the computer, it
triggers an interrupt at time tD which is its designated
timestamp, before it is put into a shared memory queue.
At time tE another program takes the most recent new
laser scans from the queue (either onboard or offboard)
and estimates for each scan the time at which the laser
started (tA ) and finished (tB ) observing one set of 541
points.
From the rotation speed of 50Hz, it is immediately
obvious that the time between the start (tA at 0◦ ) and
the end of the scan (tB at 270◦ ) is 15ms. Communication
with SICK Pty. Ltd. suggested that a delay of 10ms
existed between tB and when the asynchronous Ethernet
data packet was sent to the computer from the laser (tC ).
However, experimental results showed a significant overhead between tC and tD , which contained a constant
delay added to a variable delay due to network and operating system constraints, giving a total error of between
5 and 50ms. The constant offset was removed by calibration whereby a flat surface was repeatedly scanned
with the laser motor moving in different directions. The
offset was then tuned until the difference between the

Figure 7: Time synchronisation for sensor fusion showing interpolation of laser and vehicle pose for improved
accuracy.
observed surface points was negligible. A stochastic estimation of the variable delay was performed by comparison of successive internal laser timestamps and successive QueryPerformanceCounter timestamps.
Estimation of this overhead, which exhibits itself as
a small but visible angular displacement when the laser
motor is rotating in opposite directions, is performed
during a calibration phase.
Figure 7 illustrates how once tA and tB have been determined, the corresponding laser motor positions and
robot poses are extracted from their queues by linear interpolation between the nearest measurements.
Measurements which have timestamp differences greater
than a threshold of the average time between measurements are ignored.
Coordinate transformation
Once the laser motor position and robot pose at both the
start and the end of each laser scan have been calculated,
the Cartesian position of the detected point corresponding to each laser range measurement is derived using the
following sequence of transformations.
1. Convert the range and bearing to 3D Cartesian coordinates in the plane of the laser.
2. Transform these to a fixed coordinate frame at the
laser origin using the laser motor positions at both
tA and tB .
3. Use the calibrated position and orientation of the
laser on the robot body to transform these points
to the robot’s coordinate system (defined at a fixed
position on the robot).

4. Use the poses of the vehicle at tA and tB to transform them to 3D points relative to the global origin.
Linear interpolation between these two final points for
each measurement provided the final calculation of that
point’s 3D position.

4
4.1

Teleoperation
Data Transmission

Since converting the points to 3D format takes up significantly more space (12 bytes per point) as opposed
to the raw range measurements (2 bytes per point), the
raw range measurements are transmitted to the GCS
for later processing. By keeping the original timestamp
with the point structure, the data fusion process can be
postponed until necessary. A TCP connection is used to
replicate the data between instances of a shared memory
queue using the Meshlium routers in a Wi-Fi network.

4.2

Visualisation of Point Cloud

Figure 8 shows how point cloud data has been visualised
using a custom C++ implementation, which makes use
of the OpenGL and SDL libraries. The program can read
point cloud data from the centralised database system in
buffered blocks of memory to save on overhead. It then
uses some simple optimisation methods to render large
data sets in real-time and offers the operator a range
of methods for displaying and navigating through the
data for best use. In addition to the point cloud data,
the operator can also see an underlay of the vehicle’s
traversability grid (shown as a monotone layer) as well
as the planned path if in autonomous mode (shown as
a green line in the attached video). Table 1 shows a
selection of point cloud colouring schemes which have
been used to allow the operator to better perceive the
environment. While the actual colours are arbitrary, the
difference in colour between points is particularly useful
for avoiding proximate obstacles.
The visualisation program has been designed to give
the operator three main view modes to track the location and progress of one or many ground vehicles. The
first of these modes is the free view mode and allows
the operator to control the position and direction of the
scene camera free from the UGV’s movements. The program uses the pseudo-standard WASD controls found in
mainstream first-person shooter games [Laramee, 2002].
The second and third view modes are relative to the
motion of the ground vehicle being tracked. One offers
a behind or distant view of the vehicle while the other
offers an on board fixed view from the robot’s point of
view. The on board view is useful for driving in open
spaces as it allows correlation with on board webcam
views. On the other hand, the distant view was mainly
used during operation in low traversability areas as it

provided a representation of the model of the ground
vehicle from a favourable perspective for sensitive manoeuvring. Although the distant view mode has been
fixed to the movements of the ground vehicle so that it
always has the vehicle in the center of the field of view,
the camera is highly mobile in all three dimensions. A
similar directional key mapping to the above WASD was
used to pan around a virtual sphere’s surface centered
on the vehicle being tracked. The mouse scroll wheel can
be used to zoom in and out, and works on a logarithmic
scale so that finer movements can be made closer to the
target vehicle. See attached video and further videos at
www.robotics.unsw.edu.au.
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Autonomous navigation

5.1

Occupancy Grid generation

The 3D point cloud converted into a 2D traversability
grid by taking triplets of points both inter- and intrascan and checking the angle of the plane formed by these
points. Nearly vertical planes are classified as obstacles,
while nearly flat planes are classified as clear if they are
similar in altitude to the current pose of the robot. Other
planes are classified as expensive while regions which do
not contain planes are classified as unknown. Corresponding costs of traversal for use in the planning process are given in Table 2 and the relative magnitudes of
these costs are determined by the operator.
Classification Cost
CLEAR
1
OBSTACLES ∞
UNKNOWN
EXPENSIVE

4 if distant,
∞ if close
In
range
[2, 50]

Description
Good for traversing
Definitely
not
traversable
Not classified
Traversable
but
should be avoided

Table 2: Classification of terrain by traversability cost.

5.2

Path planning

The planning is performed through a Dynamic Programming process based on Untidy Priority Queues [Yatziv
et al., 2006] for real time performance. The cost function is based on dense information provided by a dense
mapping process such as the occupancy grid presented
above and may contain multiple layers or environment
properties such as the traversability cost given above.
The optimization process is performed periodically,
e.g. every 250 ms. Each time the optimization process is performed it can deal with a new destination and
an entirely new map. The path is obtained at a higher
frequency based on the most recent cost-to-go potential

Colour scheme
White

Advantages
Fast to render, no colour
calculations

Disadvantages
Difficult to perceive depth
from a static viewpoint

Radial distance to
robot at time of
scan

Excellent for detecting
proximate obstacles

Doesn’t highlight vertical
changes

Radial distance to
robot at time of
scan with fading
over time

Excellent
for
detecting proximate obstacles
and avoids highlighting
dynamic obstacles

Need to recalculate colour
of every point at required
frame rate

Remission
from laser

value

Useful for segmenting different objects which are
close together, eg. glass
from a window frame

Environments with uniform remission values are
not very distinct

Weighted
linear
combination
of distance and
remission

Good for detecting false
readings off highly reflective surfaces

Problem of choosing suitable weights

Altitude

Looks nice from long distance

Proximity to obstacles not
evident enough for teleoperation

Example

Table 1: Point cloud colour schemes for effective teleoperation.
function obtained from the optimization which is generated at 10 - 20Hz.
The dense map used in the planning process is obtained by the perception processes of multiple robots,
consequently updates of the map happen at multiple locations simultaneously. This is why the optimization
process is performed through a full dynamic programming instance, not applying D* or similar approaches.
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Experimental results

6.1

Large scale testing

One UGV was taken for a number of continuous teleoperation and autonomous operation tests ranging from
thirty to fifty minutes each. Remote navigation was successfully completed using the point cloud visualisation
program in concert with the traversability map as shown
in Figure 8 and the accompanying video1 . For each of
these experiments the pose estimation was based purely
on the method described in Section 3.3 for the purpose
1

See attached video.

of testing teleoperation and autonomy rather than extending to full SLAM. The error of the pose estimation
was approximately 5m translation and 5◦ heading after
traversing a path of 600m.
Figure 9 shows the occupancy grid generated during
a test run on UNSW’s Kensington Campus. The occupancy grid covered an area of 250 x 160m, divided in
cells of 25 x 25cm. Areas in white are still unknown,
grey areas are clear and black areas are obstacles. The
robot position is approximately at (210m,-55m) and is
requested to go to destination (-10m,-108m). The optimal plan is indicated by the cyan line. It can be seen that
the plan crosses some unknown areas, this is because the
planner estimated that it is less expensive to try to cross
that area than trying a much longer loop through known
clear regions. Poor detection of the wall at (70, -95) is
due to high pedestrian traffic in this area of campus. The
cost-to-go function for the instance shown in Figure 9 is
presented in Figure 10 as an image. The colours are interpreted as the values of the global cost function. Given

Figure 8: Point cloud visualisation overlaid on occupancy grid. The ability to scan all around the robot continuously
with a single laser allows effective visualisation of the scene, assisting the operator in teleoperation. The continuously
changing viewpoint also allows faster and more complete mapping of large-scale environments.

this function it is used to obtain paths from any initial
position to the defined destination. It can be seen that
close to the destination point (red asterisk) the values
turn blue (low cost) while distant points with high cost
are in red. The infeasible values (i.e. infinite cost) are
shown in darker blue.

Figure 10: Cost-to-go function for a large scale experiment. Blue indicates low cost to the starred destination. Red indicates high cost, with dark blue being untraversable.

6.2

Computational requirements

To demonstrate the efficiency of the whole system for
autonomous behaviour, a note of the average CPU and
memory usage was taken during one experiment. This
experiment involved the 3D point cloud generation module running offboard along with the visualisation and
planning and control algorithms. Figure 11 contains the
CPU and memory usage of the onboard laptop, a low
cost netbook running Windows XP.

Figure 11: Computational requirements of onboard processes running on an Intel Atom N270 processor at
1.66GHz.

Figure 9: Occupancy grid of UNSW Quadrangle Building and University Mall showing a path autonomously generated from continuously recorded scans. The robot started at the top left, traversed the quadrangle at the bottom
left before driving down the main walkway from left to right for a total length of 600m. The overall deformation was
approximately 5m translation and 5◦ heading

The CPU usage and memory requirements of the offboard processes were recorded at the GCS on an Intel
Core i7 machine running at 2.8GHz. All processes apart
from the visualisation took less than 1% of the CPU and
less than 10MB RAM each. The point cloud visualisation took 12 % of the CPU and an amount of RAM
that increased linearly with the number of cached points.
The framerate of the visualisation was about 5fps at a
resolution of 1024x768 when displaying 5000 scans having 2.7 million points. This was more than sufficient for
the operator to drive the UGV remotely and could be
increased by reducing the number of points saved. For
autonomy, the entire system ran in real-time, with the
response limited primarily by the rotation speed of the
laser.

6.3

Limitations of laser and mounting
system

While the time taken to rotate the laser through 180◦
was about 3 seconds, this meant sensing rapidly approaching obstacles in front of the robot was not reliable
especially when driving around unknown corners. An
additional high frequency sensor such as a fixed 2D laser
is required to provide immediate situational awareness
for safer autonomy.
Dark, highly reflective patches on the ground were not
detected by the laser, causing the planner to falsely indicate these areas as unknown instead of traversable.
The sharp range discontinuities between the Wi-Fi antennas and the background caused a number of incorrect
points to be generated in a vertical plane extending out
from the antennas. These were interpreted as vertical obstacles by the occupancy grid generator and can be seen
as intermittent phantom obstacles close by the robot in

the accompanying video.
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Conclusion

This paper has described the combination of hardware
and software used to continuously generate a 3D point
cloud along with a method for accurate pose estimation
using an IMU and wheel encoders. Careful control of the
visualisation environment has enabled demonstration of
simple teleoperation in an unknown environment. An efficient path planning algorithm has been demonstrated
to run in real-time, autonomously generating paths at
high frequency over a large scale environment. This facilitates the use of the described UGVs as a versatile
team of mapping and load-carrying robots.
Future work involves compressing the points and devising efficient data structures for visualisation in larger
environments. Performing 3D SLAM using a continuously generated point cloud is another area requiring investigation, as consideration needs to be taken of wheelslip influencing the consistency of a collection of continuous laser scans.
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